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Summary

The .paper throws light and added insight on the transforms
involving correlations of the author andothers based on the theoretical
results of Borges [1]. The familiar Z transformation of the multiple
correlation coefficient results in definite improvement in its accuracy.
The arc-sine transformation V of the author comesout very favourably,
as it should be,for the multiple correlation coefficient as well like the Z
transform.

Introduction

\yorks of Sankaran [7], [8] [9] on transformations involving
correlation coefficient are extended and placed in proper perspective
based on the theoretical investigation of Rudolf Borges [1]. It
provides statistical algorithms throwing fresh light and additional
insight on the transforms enabling one to see the one connected
whole. New applications include those of the multiple correlation
coefficient and serial correlation coefficif-nt. Fisher's Z transform
of the correlation coefficient is applied to the multiple correlation
coefficient resulting in definite improvement in its accuracy. Arc-
sine transformation of the correlation coefficient when applied to
the multiple correlation coefficient compares very favourably with Z.

2. Algorithms on borges's result

Following Borges, let/„(M) be ths p.d.f. of the statistic f
involving the distribution parameter S (whose estimate is 6) and

*In the present paper, correlations refer to the product moment
correlation, multiple correlation andserial correlation.coefficients.
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another parameter nusually the sample size. Let, further, logarithm
of/«(0;0) have the representation {U, V and W are, generally,
functions of 6 and 0)

\ogfJ-, 9) =~nU+V+n-'-W+l log [nU"{<d)l2-n] ...(i)
in some non-degenerate interval | 0-0 I <Ci, a >OVd and n, 6
being fixed, nCiV with inf iV>0. As«-^oo, it is well known that
0is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance o\e)ln (say).

Furtherassume, as required in the following sequal, that U is
differentiable continuously thrice, Vonce differentiable continuously.
All primes denotedifferentiation w.r.tfi. Now state the main result
on refinement ofnormalising transforms with an error of order ^
in the form ofstatistical algorithms which proceed sequentially and
which process terminates the moment the desired objective is realised
with either variance stabilised or with improved order of
normalisation.

Algorithm IWrite log/„(0; 0) in the form (I) with proper
choice of U, V and W, U, Vand Wbeing certainly not arbitrary.
In the sequal usually IV is not required explicitly.

Algorithm II: Compute U', U", U'" and V. Compute also
nl3 (0)] At this stage, the familiar variance stabilising trans
formations are obtained. Borges does not mention this expicitly.
With the computation of the required
constanc y of ^^ independent of leads to the variance stabilising
transform ^(5). It so, terminate the process, otherwise proceed to.

Algorithm III; Compute —~. Hence comput
T'Cfl) U'W

^(6). Terminate the process here. Now either at the stage of
Algorithm II or at this stage, proceed to

Algorithm IV : Compute
U"{e)

and lastly

Algotithm V: Compute the transformations

^1- ; -(2)
y
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_ T(g)-y(g)+n-Wg)
3^2 ...(3)

Notice ji and j2 differ only in the term k(e). a is, as stated in

Algorithm III' Do not consider here the transformation ya
of Borges.

According to Borges, the relative error is of order for the

transfermations yi and yz of (2) and (3). It is worth recalling now

that d\' order n. From general result
on the\ bound for the variance of any statistic (Sankaran [6]),

£(C/')=Kvar U=e[ V
1 \ d9 j

scattered results is illuminating.

=E{— U")=H(6). Such linking of

Consider the applications of the algorithms to the theoretical
(sampling) distributions of the multiple correlation and serial
correlation coeflBcients.

3. Multiple correlation coefficient

Th^ distribution of the multiple correlation coefficient was first
derived by Fisher [2] in the form

p)=C(l-p2F 2)

with

sinP-'̂ (j)dzd<f>
{coShz• - pRcos4)''

0 00

n-l 1

•••(4)

The double integral can be alternately expressed in terms of the I„(x)
function involving the hypergeometric series. For these algebraic
and other details refer to the paper of Yoong-Sin-Lee [4], Fisher
intuitively suggested his Z transform for the multiple correlation
coefficient as well. Lee, while working on approximations to the
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distribution of the multiple correlation eoefficient, noted only the
inadequacy of the Z transform for p large.

Now, from Algorithm II (to order n—p rather than ri)

C^=log(l-pi?)-ilog(I-i?2)- ilogd -p2)

F=(—/7-i)log(I—pi?)-log(l-i?'')

+ y-I jlog(I-p2).

The rest of Iogy;,(i?^;p), being absorbed in the function W.

Hence i7'= "

U"

+
I-pi? 1--R^ " I--PR '

r p^ 1 1 1 2B?

(1 -?RY

f 2p3 ^ , 6R 8i?3

(1--9RY '

T

(l_;j2)3 ,

1

It

p 2R .1 -'^"P 1
l-p/? il-Rz) 1-pi? •'

so that U-{R)=Q, U"{R)=

and •r{R)={p+k)j '̂

i -(6)

R

...(7)

Notice here U' is essentially Nair's transform U=~—^
I p/?

considered by the author in his series of investigations on the
correlation coefficient (Sankaran [5] [7] [9] V' also involves this U
to order rt. Also [(«-;?)

Now here itself from Algorithm II we have y(^)= t P̂2
1 -4- 7?and we have the Fisher's Z transform'F(i?)=|iog-i^2^ for the

1 I ~R
multiple correlation coelBcient as well with

We have

Also with U'

£(C/')=£(-^^)=0, Var U

R^9

1 —9R

dlogf \' .

d^logf _I
dR"

)
J n—p

V n—p

•U

<^1
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Further, if we consider the are-sine transform

1
it is easily verified that Var V=

n-p

Sb-^e have the interesting fact that the transformation

\

is a contenVer for the multiple correlation coeflScient as well as in
the case Jf the correlation coefficient. F is not to be confused with
the functiori^F ofthe Algorithm. It is easily verified that for both
the transformations Vand Z,

k(iR)={-p+l)R and ay =

zi= Vn-p

and

Za= V n—p

Similar refinements to the transform F=sin~^^^^p^^ lead to

vi=\/ n-p

and

va=V n—p

. = -.(8)
V n-p

Substitution of these in the y\ and ja transformations and after
simplification leads to

log
l+R I (z£+i) I+P"P-ilog—

\ , 1+i? I i—p+^)n 1, „I+P
Ji»8rrji + ——

•p.+(z:z±i) p
n

i-p+h)
n

V-

•••(9)

•••(10)

In actual numerical calculations as shown below V only compares
R — p

favourably with Z and U= fails \iQtQ also as noted by the

author in the case of the bivariate normal distribution.

Lee assumes that is distributed as non-central 7}%p,
where5='/n—p tanh"^ i?andli=Vn—p tanh"^ p.

Lee reports that the Z transform based on this approximations
fails in accuracy for large p. Similar first order approximations based
on V assumes the is distributed as a X® with [ d.f., where
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A= Vn—p V, These two transforms Aand\S are comparable for p
small or n large. Our main interest at present is p large and it
moderately sized. Other variants of the transforms of (9) and (10)

=V n—i

Zi=V n—p

and

V3= V n—p

V4= \/n-p

z+e:£±l)p_i;
tt-^p

'z+(.zp±^1r-z
n-p

(-P±31 p
ti~p

n-p J

-(I a

-(12)

In actual numerical calculations, all these four pairs of trans
forms are equally good and in the Tables below only transformations
VI, V3 and z\, zs, whose middle term involves the known population
multiple correlation coefficient p are considered.

TABLE I

Accuracy of approximations probability integral of R for n=24, p=S,
P=0.8. 10' X 1approximate-true ] valuesare recorded in cols 3-7.

Columns 2 and 7 are taken from Lee.

X P Vl V3 Zl Zl Actual Z

0.5 0.0006 11 11 6 16 8

0.6 0.0054 34 37 22 26 54

0.7 0.0419 83 86 57 68 272

0.8 0.2609 41 5 41 5 761

0.9 0.8586 322 300 236 188 388
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TABLE II

Accuracy of approximations to probability integral of R for m=14,
p=3, p=0.9. Wx 1approximate-true | values are recorded in

cols. 3-7. Columns 2 and 7 are taken from Lee

127

P (R^x) Vl V3 Z3 Actual Z

\

0.0004 7 9 0 2 4

0.60 '"x 0.0010 9 10 4 5 • 9

0.65

0.70 1

0.0023 14 31 1 10 24

0.0057 20 32 2 22 57

0.75 ',0.0146 23 82 18 51 135

0.80 0.0397 11 133 13 105 300

0.85 0.il31
V

61 189 73 178 605

0.90 0.3235 263 186 263 186 947

0.95 0.7808 437 44 357 28 625

An examination of the Tables I and II reveals that approxi
mations are definitely better, than before and the refinements based
on V and Z are comparable. And V has the theoretical advantage
that its distribution is independent of the parental stewness in non-
normal populations as the investigations on V and U clearly proved.
Fisher's Z does not have this property (Sankaran [7], [9]).

4. Serial Correlation Coefficient

The distribution of the serial correlation coefficient r in the

circular case when the underlying process is the Markov process

^n+i=P^n+^», is given by

Here

and

Also

2
I il-r')

/«(/•; p)=
(l-2pr+p#

U—i log (1—2 p;'+ log (1—

V=—i log (I—so that =F^(r).

WCr)-
1-r

•• (14)
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and[« U'Xr)r'"2=^^±lL

From Algorithm II, ^(r)=sin ^ r,ov'-
V n

...(15)

If we stop here which is valid, we have the angular transfor
mation sin~^ r of Jenkins [3]. The interesting fact to note here
is that

k{r)= L(I_r2)3/2 (I_^2;)3/2J (l-r^)=0;

no further improvement is possible to the angular transfoirmation of
Jenkins. This result along with its derivation is new. {
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